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THE K-A BONNIER INTERNATIONAL FELLOWS PROGRAM  

 
The K-A Bonnier International Fellows Program (KAB-IFP) is an exclusive scholarship program 
created in collaboration with the Stockholm School of Economics (SSE) and the National 
University of Singapore (NUS) aiming to promote business development between Southeast Asia 
and the Nordic countries.  
 
This highly selective scholarship program offers up to four (4) exceptionally qualified students the 
opportunity to earn two distinguished master’s degrees within two years of studies, as well as an 
internship, a mentor and membership in a future highly selective alumni community. 
The KAB-IFP combines a Master of Science in Business & Management at SSE with a Master of 
Science Management Program at NUS, and is specifically targeted towards students with a passion 
for entrepreneurship and SME growth in these parts of the world.  
 
By studying both in Sweden and Singapore, students will gain a better understanding of the theory 
and reality of doing business in two very different regions, which also provides excellent 
opportunities to develop business as well as personal networks. Ultimately the program’s ambition is 
to help exceptionally talented students acquire the knowledge and tools needed to succeed in an 
entrepreneurial context. 
One important part of the program is a six to eight-week internship where students move out of the 
classroom in order to learn from the experiences of real companies. The internship occurs during 
the summer break (6-8 weeks) in between the academic semesters, with an option to do longer 
internships (12 months) throughout the year*. 
 
 

THE INTERNSHIP 

 
The internship is an opportunity for students to put their extensive theoretical knowledge into 
action, thereby contributing to both their own personal growth and the development of your 
organization. Our goal is that the intern will grow into a vital part of your work team. 
 
Students are prepared before the internship so that they can take on meaningful tasks in existing 
projects from day one. By working with you and quickly adapting to your unique setting we hope 
that the interns will add new perspectives, perform tasks that you yourselves do not always have the 
opportunity to take on, and learn from being a part of your environment. By seeing their own 
efforts contributing to actual business processes, interns often learn invaluable lessons.  
 
Organizations that join the program by offering either summer or year-long term internships will 
gain first hand access to top students with a passion and knowledge for entrepreneurship and 
management, with the prospect of recruiting prominent members to your organization.  
 

  



 

*Only possible while undertaking the MSc Management Program at NUS 
 

WHAT IS REQUIRED FROM YOU? 

 
We trust that you will provide challenging and relevant work tasks or project for the interns, 
appropriate to their qualifications and skills. Embedded in this is an evaluation of their work and 
internship projects.  
 
You will also need to provide a contact for the intern within your organization, for practical issues 
related to the internship. 
 
In return, your company will receive multiple benefits from the internship program, such as access 
to top students with the prospect of meeting future recruitment and growth needs and brand 
exposure through your connection with SSE and NUS.  
 
For questions or to register an interest to become an internship provider, please contact 
Ulf Krook, Program Manager for MSc in Business & Management at  
Email: ulf.krook@hhs.se or telephone: +46 8 736 9499 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


